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Thalamus provides new energy service

Thalamus Energyservice makes it possible to monitor control and
communications systems from any computer connected to the Internet.
Two satisfied customers – ABB Contracting in Helsingborg and
Helsingborgs Automatikkontroll – have already experienced the
advantages the service gives.

Because Thalamus hosts Energyservice, customers do not have to invest in hardware and personnel to
ensure that the monitoring systems run safely. ABB Contracting have been using the service since
November 2000.
“Thalamus Energyservice broadens our product portfolio and makes it
easy for us to connect components that need to be supervised” says
Peter Andersson, Service Technician at ABB Contracting.

Besides from monitoring and setting values from any computer, customers can also handle alarm
reports via Energyservice. Different types of alarms can automatically be directed to the right person
via e-mail, to a cellular phone, via sms or fax.
“We are close to the property business, and we know this is a much longed for service” says Thomas
Rebermark, Marketing Manager of Thalamus. “Our service makes supervision and management of
energy control systems easier, while the customer maintains the control over the property.”
Thalamus Networks AB (www.thalamus.se) is the only operator that can offer a complete

portfolio of services for intelligent living. Apart from Internet accesses, Thalamus
can also offer energy management, information, media and telephony. Thalamus® is
provided over optical fibre, cable-TV and Ethernet (LAN). Thalamus Networks is listed

on the OM Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O-list. Net sales are approximately 40 MSEK a
year with 40 employees.
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